Job Title: Specialist, Maintenance Process

At Nutrien, our Purpose is to **grow our world from the ground up** and we do so with safety and integrity as our core values. Nothing is more important than sending our people home safe, every day.

Nutrien is a leading provider of agricultural products, services, and solutions. With approximately 23,000 employees world-wide, we are the largest producer of potash (by capacity) and one of the world’s largest producers of nitrogen and phosphate. We also operate a leading agriculture retail network that services over 500,000 growers.

We harvest the best. Diverse views and experience make us strong. We look for people who have a safety-first mindset, who are collaborative team players, who deliver on their commitments, who are innovators in search of a better way, and who believe in inclusion.

Working at Nutrien will provide you an opportunity to help us **Feed the Future**, and grow your career.

The Maintenance Process Specialist will report to the Director, Maintenance and Reliability within the Potash Engineering, Technology and Capital group. This position contributes to safety by supporting maintenance processes such as planning and scheduling and reliability. The position will also increase production capability and lower costs through these processes. The Maintenance Process Specialist will work with Potash sites to improve maintenance processes.

What you will do:
- Development of networks of subject matter experts from each operating site to define and identify best practices across the Potash business and other nutrients
- Working with sites to improve practices and processes
- KPI development and regular reporting through Potash business
- Working with Oracle and SAP support teams to prioritize and advance asset management software issue resolution and upgrades
- Participation in Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM)
- Participation in failure investigations
- Provide training to site personnel

What you will bring:
- 10 years maintenance & reliability experience combined with a degree in engineering, business or other related field, or 15 years of experience in maintenance and reliability combined with journeyperson in related trade
- Planning and scheduling experience from work ID, through planning, procurement, scheduling, execution and closeout is required
- Formal training and/or specific experience such as RCM, RCM2, lubrication, vibration, alignment, thermography, ultrasonic, RCFA/CA Map, TapRoot, etc. is an asset
- Data analytics experience with PowerQuery, PowerBI, or other tools is an asset.
- Formal qualifications such as CMRP, or MMP is an asset
- Oracle (eAM and OBIEE), SAP and Viziya (Scheduler, Mobile) experience and/or training is an asset
- Experience or formal training in change management is an asset

The position is based out of the Nutrien Saskatoon office but will require travel to operating sites across Saskatchewan and occasionally out of province/country.

Are you a good match? Apply today!

Nutrien is an equal opportunity employer that is committed to creating an inclusive workplace. We evaluate qualified applicants without regard to race, color, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, genetic information, national origin, disability, veteran status, and other legally protected characteristics.

This job posting will no longer accept applications past 11:59 PM on November 16, 2022 (CST). While we appreciate all applications we receive, only candidates under consideration will be contacted.

To stay connected to us and for the latest job postings and news, follow us on: LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter

*EOE race/color/sex/sexual orientation/gender identity/disability/veteran*